
Rapid Analysis, Credible Reports
An intuitive and extremely powerful review and analysis tool that provides 
unprecedented search, linking, and filtering options that enables investigators, 
analysts and digital examiners to quickly discover evidence in mobile data. XAMN Pro 
simplifies and speeds up your work and is the tool of choice for anything from review 
of pictures and messages to advanced hex carving. XAMN Pro also includes extensive 
options for reporting and exports.

Work smarter, not harder 
XAMN Pro excels as the ultimate digital forensic analysis tool, providing superior 
capabilities in efficiently processing and contextualizing large data sets. With XAMN 
Pro, cross-examining data from diverse devices and individuals becomes seamless, 
facilitating seamless sharing with relevant stakeholders.

Investigation Reports Made Easy
The functionality of XAMN Pro enables digital investigators to effectively organize 
their discoveries, generate precise and pertinent reports containing all the necessary 
and admissible evidence, in compliance with legal proceedings. You have two main 
ways to create reports in XAMN Pro:

Report Builder 

With the “Report Builder” feature in XAMN Pro, you can effortlessly construct 
standardized templates for use within your department using drag and drop 
technology. These templates can be utilized within your department to produce 
professional, accurate, and personalized court presentation reports. Templates can be 
shared to unify your reports. 

Tailor-made templates 

Utilize pre-designed templates that allow you to conveniently incorporate your 
forensic work into the program. You can include details such as chain of custody, 
persons involved, evidence and instrumentation descriptions, analysis statements 
and conclusions.  You obtain a comprehensive and well-structured digital forensics 
report. 

• Wide range of export formats 
• Exhaustive filtering options 
• Third Party Tool Support 
• Timeline, Geographic, connection and 

person views 
• Warrant and Personal Detail imports 

• Python integration 
• Indexed search functionality 
• AI-based filter to automatically 

categorize images as weapons, drugs, 
and more 

• Advanced Report Builder 
• Advanced Hex carving 
• Comprehensive tagging functionality 

Contact 
sales@msab.com 
to get started

MSAB | sales@msab.com | msab.com
30-0017-01
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Discover evidence 
and intelligence

Analyze and 
visualize data

Project VIC/
CAID compliant 

Create reports 
and share findings

For the full list of recommended 
specifications, see MSAB.com/XAMN
• Intel 6th Generation (Core i3 or above) 

processor, 16GB RAM
• 200 MB space for installation 
• 500 GB space for data storage
• Windows 10
• 1600 x 900 resolution
• Microsoft .NET Framework 4.7.2

XAMN Pro revolutionizes mobile forensic analytics, offering 

an advanced and intuitive solution that expedites data 

discovery and analysis with enhanced precision.

Whether your mission is to gather and report intelligence, 

prevent crime or quickly produce solid evidence - the 

powerful and intuitive XAMN Pro gives you the fastest 

and most efficient route from raw data acquisition to the 

identification, analysis, and reporting of crucial insights.  

It’s designed to make your life easier. And it succeeds.
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